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PROGRAM TITLE:  

THREE PIGS 

A solo play written and performed by Michele Miller  

(Requires Audience Participation) 

 
LEARNING OBJECTIVES:  

• To engage, excite, and educate children through theatre. 
• To use theatre as an interdisciplinary tool. 

• To use theatre as a learning tool that motivates students to achieve their goals.  
• To use dramatic play to build social, collaborative, and communication skills in children 
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PRE SHOW WORKSHOP 
 
Warm up- Introduction: Michele tells the audience that she will need their help in performing 
her version of The Three Pigs.  Michele will invite the audience to do a short warm up in keeping 
with the tradition that performers warm up before a show. Michele will lead students through 
stretches and vocal exercises. 5 min. 
 
Rehearsing the Wolf-. Michele will ask the audience to name characters in The Three Little 
Pigs. She will explain to the audience that they will be playing the Wolf and teaches them the 
Wolf’s part. This is rehearsed until Michele feels the audience is ready to move on to the show. 
The audience will be informed that there are additional parts in the story for volunteers to play, 
and that anyone interested should raise their hand and remain seated.  10 min.
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Cast of Characters 

NARRATOR- A forest neighbor of MAMA PIG, travels throughout the forest to report  
on the latest events. 

 
MAMA PIG- A spitfire, mother whose loves family and teaching them the proper way to 
treat each other be fair to others in the world. 
 
HANNAH PIG- Loves shopping and everything pink. Has a very strong sweet tooth and 
dislikes being too far from the forest market. 
 
SANDY PIG- Loves all sports, especially basketball, aims to be the first pig in his family 
to play in the FBA (Forest Basketball Association) 
 
BOBBY PIG- Loves creating things from scratch, can be indecisive at times. Looks up to 
HANNAH and Sandy 
 
WOLF-A bully of the forest, is afraid of cold water and MAMA PIG.  

 
Set:  Downstage left is a prop box and upstage right is a costume rack.  NARRATOR uses the 
costume rack to get into characters.  The prop box has a piece of cloth over it with three items on 
them: cotton candy bags, stick bags, and bricks.  A price sign will be placed either on the items, 
in front of the prop box, or behind the prop box.  This will depend on the size of audience and 
space.  A hand held prop symbolizes the piglets’ houses.  BOBBY’s house will be different from 
the other two because it will be able to stand up freely. 
 
*NOTE: There is a pre show workshop demonstrating the duties of the audience as the wolf.   
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TIME: Early morning.  

AT RISE: Narrator is placing a pig headpiece on her head. She places a sign 
next to the prop box that says farmers market. She walks 
downstage with another sign. 

NARRATOR 
Along the squirrel dirt road, past the Forest Market, and hidden behind the old oak trees, lies  
Mama Pig’s house, where she lives with her three piglets.  (Narrator turns sign around and 
places it onstage.)  I need three volunteers to play the three piglets in the first scene. 
(NARRATOR takes volunteers from audience, gives them a pig mask, and places them center 
stage.) Now sometimes Mama Pig will ask her piglets to stand up nice and straight. (Volunteers 
will demonstrate this.) She may also ask her piglets to oink for her. (Volunteers oink.) She also 
may ask her piglets to roll around in the mud for her. (Voluneeters can demonstrate this with 
NARRATOR demonstrating as well.) As I was saying, Mama Pig lived with her three piglets. But 
one day Mama Pig realized they were all grown up and it was time to have a very important talk 
with her piglets and so she gathered them all together. 

(NARRATOR puts apron on while she begins her monologue.) 
 

MAMA PIG  
Hannah!! Sandy!! Bobby!! Where are you? (Turning towards the three piglets.) Oh there you  
are! I've been looking all over the house for you.  (To one of the piglets.) What's the matter with you stand 
up straight when your mother’s talking to you. Now I called you all down here because I have important 
news for you.  You are all old enough to go off on your own, build your own house, and start your own 
lives. However, before you leave you must follow my three cardinal rules of living in the forest.  Number 
one: use the three coins ONLY to buy supplies for your house. Number two:  build a strong sturdy house, 
you don’t want the big bad wolf blowing down your house do you? Number three:  help each other out 
when one is in trouble.  Now, before you go off on your own, I need you all to repeat the three cardinal 
rules back to me. (To audience.) You can help them if they need it.  (Volunteers repeat the rules back.)  
Oh, what an excellent listeners I raised! I love you very much, now see you soon, sinara, arrivedercii, 
aloha, au revoir,  adios, goodbye my piglets.  (MAMA PIG escorts volunteers back into the audience.) 

(NARRATOR takes off apron.) 
 

NARRATOR 
So Mama’s piglets headed into the forest to start their own life and build their own house. They 
each took a different path to the Forest Market to buy supplies for their house. I need a volunteer 
who will play the market cashier. (Takes a volunteer from audience.) All you have to do is take 
their coins when they ask to buy something.  The first one to get to the market was Hannah Pig.  

(NARRATOR puts boa and necklaces on.) 
HANNAH 

Oh my gosh, I like love to shop! I cannot wait to use the coins Mama gave me to shop shop shop, 
till I drop drop drop! As if! I would like never drop from shoppin! (Laughs. To audience) Wait, 
what did Mama want us to buy with these coins? (Audience tells Hannah “supplies for your 
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house”) Oh yea, well like all I know is my house is going to be like pink pink pink and fabulous! 
Because I’m pink and fabulous!! (Looking at table) What do we have here? Bricks? Uck! Bricks 
are like heavy and way too much work! I don’t want to break a nail! What else is there? (Looking 
at sticks.)  Sticks? Um like they totally don’t go with my outfit, yuck!  Puh lease there has to be 
something better. (Noticing cotton candy.) Oh my gosh! Like this cotton candy is like perfect for 
my house! It’s pink, fabulous, and only one coin, which means I can use my other two coins to 
buy this fabulous new boa!!! (Hannah grabs boa and cotton candy and gives coins to cashier.) 
This is going to be like super easy to build and I can have more time to shop shop shop! 

(NARRATOR takes off boa and necklaces, places on costume rack)  
 

NARRATOR 

Hannah was off to build her cotton candy house and to keep shopping! Is Hannah following 
Mama’s cardinal rules?  (Waits for audience to say “no.”) Which one is she not following? 
(Audience will respond with which rule HANNAH did not follow.) The next person to get to the 
market was Sandy Pig. (NARRATOR  places whistle around neck and begins dribbling a 
basketball.) 

SANDY 
Sandy dribbles to the left, he dribbles to the right,  dribbles around, through his legs, passes to 
one of his teammates whose open. Who’s open? (Passes ball to audience member.)  Then his 
teammate passes back. (Audience member passes back. Depending on size of audience SANDY 
can do this a few times with audience.) The clock is running down, Sandy has five seconds left, 
four, three, he shoots, two, one, it’s in, and Sandy wins the championship for the Pigs!! The 
crowd cheers! (To audience.) I said the crowd cheers. Wahoo! (SANDY jumps up and down.)  Oh 
man, I wish I didn’t have to build my house. It’s going to take too much time and I have to 
practice for the championship coming up, I don’t want the Rabbits winning again.  I want to 
build my house with something that is simple and fast. (Goes to prop box.) What do we have? 
Let’s see. Cotton Candy? Nah, that’s too girly.  Bricks? I don’t know, I think using bricks will 
take a lot of effort and a long time. (Picks up sticks.) Sticks? (Thinks for a moment.) I think this 
is perfect, it’ll be super easy to build my house with sticks.  Plus they only cost two coins so I 
can buy this jersey with my third coin.  (To cashier.) I’ll take the sticks and the jersey. Sweet! I’ll 
be done in no time, which means extra jump shot practice!!  

(NARRATOR places whistle and jersey on costume rack.) 
NARRATOR 

Sandy was off to make his stick house and practice his jump shot. (To audience.) Is Sandy 
following Mama’s cardinal rules? (Waits for audience to say “no.”) Which one is he not 
following? (Audience will respond with which rule SANDY did not follow.) Well let’s see if 
Mama’s third piglet follows her rules. The last to get to the farmers market was Bobby Pig. 

(NARRATOR put glasses on.) 
BOBBY 

(Out of breath.) Phew, I finally made it. I was trying to keep up with Hannah and Sandy but they 
both went in different directions and I couldn’t choose which one to follow. I’m finally here 
though and I’m ready to buy supplies for my house.  (Noticing cotton candy.) Oooh! Yummy! 
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Cotton Candy!! That sure looks good! (To audience.) You think I should make my house out of 
cotton candy? Your right that’s too flimsy. Maybe I can just buy some to eat? No, Mama said to 
only uses the coins to buy supplies for my house. (Noticing sticks.) Sticks? (To audience.) You 
think I should make my house out of sticks? Yes, your right, sticks are not strong enough. 
(Noticing bricks.) Bricks. I wonder if bricks will make a strong house.   (To audience.) Do you 
think bricks will make a strong, sturdy house?   Yes, they are strong, but it’ll take a long time to 
build them.  Are you sure I should use bricks?  Your right, bricks is the best choice.  (Handing 
the coins to cashier.) I’ll take the bricks please. (BOBBY takes the bricks.) I better get started, 
wish me luck!   

(NARRATOR takes glasses off.) 
NARRATOR 

Bobby was off to build his brick house.  Do you think Bobby is following Mama’s cardinal 
rules?  (Waits for audience to say “yes.”) Your right, so far he is following her rules.  A few 
hours went by and the farmers market closed and the cashier went home. (NARRATOR leads 
volunteer back into audience.) Hannah and Sandy both finished their house in no time. But it 
took Bobby till the wee hours of the morning to finish his brick house.  Around noon the next 
day, there was a knock on Hannah’s door. (NARRATOR places boa around her neck and holds 
up cotton candy house. NARRATOR stomps three times to symbolize knock.) 

HANNAH 
(Loud and clear.) Who is it? 

 
WOLF (AUDIENCE) 

Little pig, little pig, let me in. 

HANNAH 
Not by the hair of my chinny, chin, chin. 

WOLF 
Then I’ll huff, and I’ll puff, and I’ll blow your house down. 

(HANNAH holds her house and spins in different directions.) 
 

HANNAH 
Whoa, whoa, Ah!!!! SANDY!!! HELP!!!! 

(NARRATOR places cotton candy house down and removes boa.)  
NARRATOR 

With one fell swoop the Wolf blew down Hannah’s cotton candy house.  Hannah fled as fast as 
she could to Sandy’s house for safety.  

(NARRATOR puts whistle on and picks up stick house.) 
 

SANDY 
Sis, you got to calm down, there’s no wolf out there. 
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(NARRATOR knocks.) 
SANDY (CONT.) 

Who is it? 

WOLF  
Little pig, little pig, let me in. 

SANDY 
Not by the hair of my chinny, chin, chin. 

WOLF 
Then I’ll huff, and I’ll puff, and I’ll blow your house down. 

(SANDY holds her house and spins in different directions.) 
 

SANDY 
Whoa, Whoa! You were right Hannah! HELP!!!  BOBBY!!! 

(NARRATOR places stick house down and removes whistle.) 
  

NARRATOR 
With another fell swoop the Wolf blew down Sandy’s stick house.  Now Hannah and Sandy 
were fleeing from the Wolf, running as fast as they could to get to Bobby’s house. (To audience.) 
I need two volunteers to play Hannah and Sandy. (Takes volunteers from the audience. Hands 
them the pig masks.) As I was saying Hannah and Sandy were running as fast as they could to get 
to Bobby’s house. (NARRATOR will repeat this line so that the volunteers start running in 
place.) But to their surprise when they got to Bobby’s house, Bobby would not let them in.  

(NARRATOR puts on glasses and holds up brick house.) 
BOBBY 

Why should I let the two of you in? Both of you did not follow Mama’s cardinal rules.  You 
should have thought about this when you decided to build a house out of cotton candy and sticks. 
Why should I share my brick house, that I worked so hard on and built all on my own, with the 
two of you? 

(NARRATOR removes glasses.) 
 

NARRATOR 
Do you think Bobby is following Mama’s cardinal rules? Which one is he not following? (Waits 
for audience to respond.) Should he let them in?  (To volunteers playing HANNAH and SANDY) 
Can Hannah and Sandy tell Bobby that he’s not following Mama’s third cardinal rule. Let’s try 
it. So Hannah and Sandy told Bobby that he wasn’t following Mama’s third cardinal rule, which 
was to help each other out if one is in trouble.   

(NARRATOR waits for volunteers to repeat this, if they don’t 
NARRATOR continues and puts glasses on.) 

BOBBY 
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I…uh…oh, I guess I forgot. Sorry for being so hard on the both of you. Of course you can come 
in but hurry! (BOBBY has two volunteers stand behind him.) Don’t worry this house is wolf 
proof, it is really strong and sturdy, there’s no way the Wolf can blow this house down. (A knock 
is heard.) Who is it? 

 
WOLF 

Little pig, little pig, let me in. 

BOBBY 
Not by the hair of my chinny, chin, chin. 

WOLF 
Then I’ll huff, and I’ll puff, and I’ll blow your house down. 

BOBBY 
Didn’t work Wolfy!!  Hannah, Sandy, I have an idea, one that will guarantee the Wolf will never 
bother us again. The Wolf hates cold water so on the count of three we each take a pail of water 
and splash it in his face. (BOBBY hands each volunteers a pail that is full of confetti.) One, two, 
three!   

(They throw the confetti into the audience.) 
 

BOBBY (CONT.) 
We will not have to worry about the Wolf anymore. Thanks for your help Hannah and Sandy. I 
am sorry I didn’t let you in at first.  I have learned that we should help even when we make 
mistakes. 

(NARRATOR takes off glasses and headpiece.) 
 

NARRATOR 
So all three piglets survived the big bad Wolf and promised to always follow Mama’s cardinal 
rules of the forest. They realized that just because they were on their own, it didn’t mean they 
had to stop relying on each other for help.  The End. 

END OF PLAY  
 


